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Flipped learning: an alternative pedagogical approach in
the untact age
Oh Young Kwon*
Department of Medical Education and Medical Humanities, Kyung Hee University College of Medicine, Seoul, Korea

Flipped learning, abbreviated as “FL” is a new pedagogical approach
that reverses the order of a typical lecture. It was developed to compensate for the shortcomings of a typical teaching method. Students
learn by watching video clips before class and continue to learn
through peer discussion in the classroom. The educational benefits of
FL like student’s positive attitude were revealed in the previous studies.

FL can be a valuable alternative to the existing classes in the untact age
of coronavirus disease 2019.
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INTRODUCTION

ers can help students solve problems faster through discussion instead of giving a long lecture. It has been sporadically occurred in
the United Status since the early 2000s and was attempted in a variety of educational fields (Deslauriers et al., 2011). Previous studies
have shown that FL can improve student’s academic achievement
as it highlights motivation, autonomy, and self-directed competence
development compared to the traditional ways of teaching (Goh
and Ong, 2019; Hinojo Lucena et al., 2019; Koh et al., 2021).
Face-to-face course has been replaced with online course in many
fields due to coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) infection. In
this situation, the efficacy of a typical lecture might also be unsatisfactory. In a web-based untact educational environment, FL is
attracting attention as a new alternative pedagogy that can overcome the limitations of the existing teaching methods. This paper
investigates into the structure, application, and educational effect
of FL. The purpose of this article is to introduce FL to teachers
who want to help students achieve educational outcomes in a nonface-to-face environment.

Teacher-centered learning known as ‘lecture’ has been the most
convenient and typical method for disseminating knowledge for a
long time. However, the typical way of lecturing is considered to
have made learners be passive at classes (Mazur, 2009). Recently, a
variety of new educational modalities have been developed continuously.
The global educational environment has been rapidly changed
by the explosion of knowledge and the development of information technology. In particular, learners can learn anywhere, anytime
with their personal smart devices in this high-speed internet environment. The remarkable change accelerates the development of
new teaching methods. Blended learning, which combines online
and offline education was created based on this educational environment and led to the development of flipped learning (FL) (Eapen et al., 2012).
FL is a new student-centered pedagogical model that reverses the
order of a typical lecture (Bergmann and Sams, 2012). Students practice their self-directed learning by watching videos by themselves
before coming to the classroom and then solve problems through
some quizzes and discussions during in-class activity. In FL, teach-

STRUCTURE OF FLIPPED LEARNING
FL consists of three essential steps: (a) preclass, (b) in-class, and
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Students participate in a variety of activities including group discussion, peer learning, and peer instruction (Chowdhury et al.,
2019). Teachers should monitor each student’s learning activities,
identify what students do not know through continuous assessment, and act as a facilitator on such activities. Teachers can also
execute individualized learning for students with learning difficulties.

Fig. 1. Structure of flipped learning.

(c) postclass (Fig. 1). In the first step, information transfer is performed by students who begin learning in advance. Checking of
prelearning status and peer learning or instruction is enforced in
the next step. Usually, relearning and application of knowledge
occur in the last step.
Preclass step
In this step, teachers have to develop a prelearning education
module for students. The module should contain learning materials that enable self-directed learning. Prelearning materials of the
past included PowerPoint, quiz, and lecture notes, but online video contents are usually replacing those materials. Web-based video contents for FL have merits in that students can control their
learning speed based on student level, reduce the burden of learning by identifying what core contents are, and use such contents
regardless of time and place. If necessary, students read assigned
textbooks in advance. Teacher provides a learning sheet that enables students can summarize the prelearning content.
In-class step
In this step, teachers can give a ‘quiz’ to check the prelearning
status. This activity can connect between online study and offline
one effectively. Teachers should review quiz answers. This quiz activity can also play a role as an assessment tool for organizing learning outcomes and checking student’s performance at the end of
the class. Teachers proceed with a mini-lecture on a pertinent topic after the quiz activity. Teachers summarize or offer an additional
explanation about the video contents provided for preclass learning. Teachers should also prepare the assigned practice module.
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Postclass step
In this step, teachers should provide various resources to enable
students to perform higher-level application activities. Teachers
give a tutorial session to review difficult concepts. Students can
carry out information exchange activities and receive feedback by
visiting a teacher or using various media like social network service.
These activities can enable teachers to monitor student’s learning
activities and assess mutual sharing and evaluate individual achievements or outcomes during in-class activity.

APPLICATION AND EDUCATIONAL EFFECT
OF FLIPPED LEARNING
FL can be applied in numerous educational settings regardless
of subject, but is still widely used in science and medicine which
require a lot of learning in a short time. The first use of the term
“flipped” was at the chemistry class in high school (Bergmann and
Sams, 2012). Since the 1990s, Professor Mazur has developed a
peer-in-structure education model that allows students to learn
with prelearning materials and solve problems through mutual
cooperation with students in the classroom (Crouch and Mazur,
2001). Wieman (2007) tried a more scientific approach. He encouraged students who had completed the preclass learning to
find their own answers by solving in-class conceptual questions
(Wieman, 2007). This educational model was also used in pharmacy, physiology, and biology in several universities, which showed
the improvement effect of student’s participation in classes and
academic performance (Barral et al., 2018; Kugler et al., 2019;
McLean et al., 2016). The introduction of FL into medical education made a particular turning point (Chowdhury et al., 2019).
Many studies suggest that FL has increased student’s motivation
and engagement (Chen et al., 2017). A meta-analysis reported
that FL is also associated with higher academic achievement compared to a traditional lecture (Chen et al., 2018).
The educational advantages of FL revealed in the previous studies are as follows (Chen et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018; Hew and
Lo, 2018; Jensen et al., 2015; Moffett and Mill, 2014). First, FL
https://www.e-jer.org
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could change passive students into active ones. Students could increase their concentration in classes, motivation for classes, and
change their attitude positively and actively. This is because it is
based on self-directed participation in learning activities. Second,
the integration of independent learning and communication activities could be promoted through student-student or studentteacher interaction. Third, students could study class contents repeatedly by way of online and offline activities and their understanding of the contents could be improved by performing advanced or supplementary activities. Fourth, it is possible to improve student’s self-directed learning skills by participating in
preclass learning and various activities in the classroom. Finally,
teachers could perform level-differentiated or individualized learning, considering student’s level of competence. It’s because teachers could identify student’s prelearning status by giving a quiz at
classes and support students learn accordingly. Overall, these advantages make more students prefer FL to the traditional classroom (Ramnanan and Pound, 2017).

ture of each educational institution.
Nevertheless, FL must be a teaching modality suitable for students who require new learning methods. Educational outcomes
can be effectively achieved by introducing FL. To achieve this goal,
it is necessary to make efforts for applying FL more easily in a
non-face-to-face environment.
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